With the recent introduction of amyloid PET tracers into clinical use, non-invasive biomarker information on brain amyloidosis is available which challenges the long-accepted gold standard of post mortem histopathology for diagnosing Alzheimer's disease (AD). Phase 3 amyloid PET studies in end of life patients with post mortem verification of brain amyloid status have arguably shifted the time-point of diagnosing amyloid pathology to ante mortem. Florbetapir, florbetaben, and flutemetamol, the PET tracers utilised for that purpose, share high sensitivity/specificity in detecting/ excluding beta-amyloid aggregates which accumulate in the neocortex of AD brains [1] [2] [3] . Further, comparably high discrimination accuracy was reported for these tracers between patients with clinical diagnosis of AD dementia and healthy controls [4, 5] . The main advantages of these tracers are the high image signal associated with these Bhot spot^imaging tracers and the binary nature of the PET result when applied in certain scenarios (reproducible mild cognitive impairment, early-onset AD dementia, Bpossible^AD dementia according to clinical testing [6, 7] ). This is because, in line with the amyloid cascade theory of AD [8] , amyloid pathology should be full-blown by the time cognitive decline manifests. This favourable scenario motivated the regulatory authorities to approve these tracers based solely on a visual PET assessment by readers who have passed a tracer-specific training.
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Respective training programs utilised for that purpose describe a series of rules referent to the question of whether there is grey vs. white matter contrast. In parallel to these efforts to establish read algorithms, in the USA the IDEAS study [9] is underway, aimed at providing outcome data about the clinical relevance of amyloid PET crucial for future reimbursement. In Europe, this effort will soon be followed by the AMYPAD study [10] . Besides the use of amyloid PET for primary diagnosis of brain amyloid pathology in conjunction with AD, the above tracers are intensively utilized in drug testing trials [11] for confirming eligibility and monitoring the impact of therapy on brain amyloidosis.
Yet, like any diagnostic test, PET amyloid visual assessments are not perfect and technical and biological factors pose challenges to accurate scan interpretation, particularly for the inexperienced reader. Further, some concerns have been raised in the past on the validity of visual read rules [12] which might result in relevant inter-reader variability [13] . One principle advantage of the PET imaging technique lies in its quantitative nature. The question of how important quantitative data are in cases of amyloid PET image analysis depends on the question to be addressed by the PET procedure. There is no doubt that in cases where amyloid imaging is used for follow-up evaluation/therapy monitoring quantitation is important. In this instance quantitative methods using dynamic imaging and kinetic modelling should ideally be performed. However, up to now, the logistical practicalities involved in large multi-centre trials favour the simpler semiquantitative, albeit biased standardized uptake value ratio (SUVr) approach. Further, with the prospect of effective and safe amyloid aggregate-cleaving drugs comes the requirement of early and accurate identification of pathologic brain amyloid, including in subjects at high risk, but prior to cognitive symptoms. In such scenarios where there might be less pronounced amyloid load, quantitative measures might prove more sensitive than the standard visual interpretation. Even for the current clinical use situation (above appropriate use criteria, binary diagnosis, no anti-amyloid treatment option), however, the value of amyloid PET quantitation as an adjunct (or potential substitute) to a visual read has so far not been sufficiently investigated.
In this issue of The European Journal of Nuclear Medicine and Molecular Imaging, Pontecorvo et al. present interesting data in this context [14] . Their paper describes results of a study which investigated whether it is possible to implement quantitation into the visual florbetapir amyloid PET data interpretation, and whether this improves the visual read across readers of differing ability. For that purpose, not less than 80 readers were each asked to visually evaluate close to 100 PET data (histopathology and clinical utility trials) on day 1, followed by a combined visual read/quantitative analysis of the same data on day 2. As relative tracer uptake quantitation readout, static 50-60 min p.i. regional and global SUVrs taking the whole cerebellum as reference region were determined. This was accomplished, in different reader cohorts, by three different amyloid image analysis tools (MIMneuro®, Siemens syngo.PET Amyloid plaque, and Hermes BRASS TM ). The obtained SUVrs were taken as an adjunct to the visual evaluation according to a pre-defined multi-step procedure. The readers were categorized according to their accuracy achieved when analysing phase 3 histopathology cases, and the Bbelow average^and Babove averager eader data were included in this analysis. It was found thatwith similar degree for the three quantification tools -accuracy of visual analysis improved by taking SUVrs into consideration. This effect was more pronounced in Bbelow average^as compared to Babove average^readers.
The results presented in this paper convincingly add to our current knowledge on the reader training tools being effective in teaching physicians how to visually analyse amyloid images [15, 16] . The reported gain of visual read accuracy by taking SUVrs into consideration is also in accordance with the fact that visual read and SUVr results might differ within at least some amyloid PET cases [17] [18] [19] . Also in accordance with the Pontecorvo et al. data, it was recently shown that taking SUVrs into account decreases inter-reader variability of amyloid PET diagnosis [20] . It would be useful to better understand in the present study the discordance between visual and quantitative assessments, and in what settings this occurred. For example, spatial normalisation algorithms may have more difficulty with cortical atrophy than human readers. It would also be interesting for the Pontecorvo et al. and other studies to see whether the concept of supporting visual read by taking SUVrs into consideration works not only on a global, but also on a regional brain level.
With regard to improved accuracy and confidence of visual amyloid image read, other support apart from SUVrs [21] [22] [23] might in the future be of value, like approaches supporting the crucial grey vs. white matter segmentation of the PET signal (MRI coregistration), approaches presenting z-score maps as obtained by comparing the subject's PET dataset with a normal database [24] [25] [26] , or uptake pattern recognition tools, like histogram analyses [27, 28] , spectral analyses [29] , or approaches which analyse the geometrical appearance of isointensity surfaces [30] . More advanced data analysis approaches may employ support vector machines [31] . Whether this development will in the end lead to scenarios which, as predicted by some researchers for the machine learning technology [32] , will challenge the necessity of medical doctors remains, for the time being, an open and provocative question. Future research on this topic should also address the issues of (i) whether it might be feasible and worthwhile to visually analyse partial volume error-corrected [33] instead of atrophy-affected uncorrected amyloid images, (ii) whether the PET scanner quality has an influence on the visual amyloid image read which would potentially require consideration in reader training, and (iii) whether amyloid image reading rules might require some specifications with regard to the different imaging time-windows in which it is possible to, at least for some of the approved amyloid tracers, acquire the PET data.
Taken together, there is growing evidence on the efficacy of the visual read combined with quantitative information carried out in the currently established clinical context. At least in some situations, the visual read benefits from the consideration of quantitation. This is despite the overall effect size achievable for improved accuracy is limited, prompting the question on whether it is worth implementing a software tool for that purpose, particularly in cases of experienced readers. As an answer, one could argue that, to firmly establish a PET-based diagnosis, especially one with potential therapeutic consequences, it is always of advantage to have concordant visual and quantitative results. However, more work is required to investigate this feature for new, potentially emerging applications for amyloid imaging in earlier AD stages or for follow-up evaluation, as well as with regard to the question of whether tools that are capable of quantifying amyloid tracer uptake might in the future have the potential to replace visual analysis.
So what now? Should a visual/quantitative method be de rigueur for all clinical PET units? Further fieldwork would be of value in understanding the bottom-line benefits, ease of implementation/training and costs to the frontline clinical nuclear medicine facilities in assessing the broad range of patients with cognitive impairment or at risk of the same. Regardless, amyloid imaging is on a successful path to complementing the portfolio of nuclear brain imaging techniques that are straightforward to perform and that result in images that are straightforward to analyse in a clinical routine scenario, an important step towards full acceptancy by the payers and referring clinical partners, all to the benefit of our patients.
